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Islamic Republic Of Iran 
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     Synopsis: 
 

State File Number:     I970604 EPTTA 

Type of occurrence:   Incident- (Cabin Pressure Warning)       

Date of occurrence:    Nov. 25, 2018 

Place of occurrence:   Enroute Tehran- Ahwaz, Islamic Republic of Iran 

Aircraft Model:           A320, MSN 393 

Registration:                EP-TTA 

Operator:                    IRAN AIRTOUR  

Date of Issue:             14 Aug, 2019  
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1. FACTUAL INFORMATION:  

1.1. History of the flight: 
 

On Nov. 25, 2018, an A320, MSN 393, registration EP-TTA was planned to have scheduled 

passenger flight No: 956 from Mehrabad International Airport (OIII) to Ahwaz international 

airport (OIAW). The aircraft experienced cabin pressurization problem during cruise at FL 340. 

The pilot decided to descend immediately to the safe altitude level as Minimum enroute altitude 

(FL140). Passenger oxygen masks dropped. The aircraft continued for safe landing on the Ahwaz 

Airport. Six crew members and All 159 passengers disembarked safely without any injuries. 

However during the Event, the flight crew and passengers used emergency use of oxygen but 

circumstances indicated that there was not a high probability of an accident so the event was 

categorized as an incident based on annex 13. 

1.2. Personnel Information: 
Both the pilots of the aircraft have valid certificates accordingly with valid medical issued by IR 

of Iran Civil Aviation Organization. Their qualifications were as: 

Pilot Flying :( Left Hand Seat) 
 

a)  Pilot in command - Male, 54 years old, Iranian Nationality,  

b)  Commercial pilot, ATPL No1723, issued Iran CAO, 

c)  Type Rating: A320, TRI/TRE 
 

d)  Valid Medical Certification,  

e)  Total flight time: 12000 Hrs., 

f)   Flight time on type: 10270 Hrs. 
 

Pilot None Flying: (Right Hand Seat) 
 

a)  First Officer - Male, 47 years old, Iranian Nationality,  

b)  Commercial pilot, CPL/IR No.1867, issued Iran CAO,  

c)  Type Rating: A320, 

d)  Valid Medical Certification,  

e)  Total flight time: 2700 Hrs., 

f)   Flight time on type: 1400 Hrs. 
 

Both pilots were employees of Meraj Airline and temporarily had flight mission for by Mutual 

agreement between two airlines (Iran Airtour & Meraj Airlines). 

1.3. Aircraft Information: 
 

The Airbus A320 aircraft with registration EP-TTA was manufactured dated 01 Jan. 1993. The 

aircraft was belonged to Atrak Airline Previously and recently purchased and operated by Iran 

Airtour. It had valid Airworthiness Certificate issued by I.R. of Iran Civil Aviation Organization. 

The general information of this aircraft was as followed: 
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1.3.1 Aircraft: 
 

Type: A320-231         S/N: 0393                Register: EP-TTA 
 

Operator: Iran Airtour Airlines (IRB)  

Total Flight Hours: 51842:29:00 

Total light Cycle: 26929 

 
1.3.2 Engine: 

 

Eng. #1 Type: V25500-A1                       Eng. #1 S/N: V0267 
 

Eng. #1 TSN: 45381:31                            Eng. #1 CSN: 23135 
 

Eng. #2 Type: V25500-A1                       Eng. #2 S/N: V0048 
 

Eng. #2 TSN: 64716:31                            Eng. #2 CSN: 30360 

 
1.3.3 Aircraft Technical History: 
 

Iran Air tours airline as aircraft operator was the company responsible for  operation of aircraft  

under AOC certificate (IR.AOC.103)  and CAMO approval  and aircraft line maintenance was 

contracted to Iran Aseman Airlines (PART-145 approved maintenance organization).  The related 

Part 145 organization did not file the technical documentation. The history of the aircraft 

operation on 24, 25 Nov 2018 within last 6 flights were reviewed based on aircraft logbook as:  

On 24 Nov 2018, at first flight the pilot reported: 

- ENG #1 bleed pressure shows near zero during flight. 

- Wing Anti-ice System fault 

The maintenance action: Eng#1 bleed precooler inlet press IND on the bleed page Deferred 

According to MEL 36-07-04A with CAT “C” 

R/H wing anti-ice control valve has been deactivated in open position in accordance with   AMM 

CH.30-11-00-040 & was deferred in CAT “C” based to MEL CH.30-11-01A 

The second flight of the day: NO pilot report  

The third flight of the day:  

- Pilot report No; 1:  ENG#1 & 2 Bleed fault  

Maintenance action: ENG#1&2 bleed were checked found OK accordance with 36-12-00 with APU 

& Engine running. 

-  Pilot report No; 2: Air ENG#1 Bleed abnormal pressure  

Maintenance action: refer to DDR NO, 4151 Item is deferred CAT “C” 
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On 25 Nov 2018, the aircraft operation was continued as: 

 1
ST

 Flight (Incident): 

- Pilot report No; 1: Air ENG #1 Bleed abnormal pressure 

- Pilot report No; 2: Air ENG 1&2 Bleed fault  

- Pilot report No; 3: Wing anti ice Right valve open  

- Pilot report No; 4: Auto brakes fault  

- Pilot report No; 5: Cabin pressure excess cabin altitude   

- Pilot report No; 6: Cabin pressure low different pressure  

Maintenance Action:  

The aircraft was grounded in Ahwaz airport and a mechanic dispatched from maintenance base 

(Tehran) to Ahwaz and performed bellowed actions before a position flight back to Tehran.  

In accordance with Trouble shooting Manual 36-11-00 LH engine bleed valve sense line tested was 

loose, tightened & bleed system Checked OK  

Eng#1 bleed sensing line was leak, test found O.K and PRV valve was changed and ENG #1 run up 

bleed no; 1 was OK based to AMM (36-11-52) 

Wing Anti-Ice Valve is differed item IAW AMM 30-11-01B.  

RH engine bleed valve cleaned and tested was OK. 

Bleed system #1 checked was OK. 

Auto Brake system is differed. 

2
RD

 Flight (position flight): pilot 1, 2, 3 reports: 

                   ENG #1 Bleed pressure show zero during flight  

                   Wing anti ice right valve open  

                   Air eng#1 bleed abnormal pressure    

Maintenance Action:   

Engine #1 bleed valve sensing line tested found ok and PRV valve was changed. Engines run up 

and bleed system Checked OK 

Wing Anti-Ice Valve Was Changed AMM 30-11-00 so DDR item no.2 page 4151 was cleared.  
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1.4.  Meteorological Information:    
Weather at departure and destination airports made not any limitation for the flight. The available 

en-route meteorological prediction showed the probability for occurrences of convective 

instabilities, up to FL360 and during en-route phase of flight, the pilots decide to set a higher 

altitude. 

1.5. Flight Recorders: 
The aircraft FDR was removed from the aircraft without any damages and delivered to IRI.CAO 

AAIB for investigation. The FDR information of incident flight from Tehran to Ahwaz was 

analyzed by FDM software of the airline.  Also raw data file of FDR was sent to Airbus 

Company to analyze simultaneously. 

1.6. Other information: 
Two Similar events on the aircraft operation were recorded before publication of this report.  On 

15 May 2019, a test flight from Isfahan to Tehran at FL240 was requested with condition of 

supporting both pack system demanding by Air bleed #2. Based on aircraft MEL, the system 

should operate normally up to FL290 but over temperature event on Air bleed#2 Systems was 

triggered due to technical condition of air bleed system on the right engine.  

1.7.  Load sheet information: 
According to the METAR information of departure airport ;OIII 250200Z 24008KT 2000 RA 

BR SCT025 SCT035 OVC070 08/07 QNH 1022 & Route Performance Manual A320-211 / 

V2500 – A1 for OIII/THR 29L, CONFIG 2, Wet runway, the max takeoff weight has been 

69528 kg, which according to load sheet has been reported by flight crew as 66000 kg. 

 

2. ANALYSIS OF THE EVENTS BASED ON DFDR: 

 

Time (UTC): 03:14:43    Took off was initiated from OIII. (RWY 29) 
 

The following conditions exited: 
 

a)  Pack Flow Control Valve (FCV) #1 were at CLOSE position (OFF) 
 
 

b)  Pack flow Control Valve (FCV) #2 was at OPEN position (ON). 

c)  Both BLEED - Pressure Regulator Valve (PRV) #1+ #2 were at 

OPEN position 

 
d)  Cross bleed valve was at CLOSE position, and 

 
e)  Both Anti-ice engines #1 and #2 were ON. 

d) Take off was done with RWY Track mode engaged after departure 

     rather than RWY HDG mode based on MEH2A departure  

     according to Iran AIP.  

 
 

Note: This is not in accordance with MMEL Item 30-11-01A “WAI Valve Inoperative in the open 

position” (attachment No; 1) that requests to switch OFF the BLEED of the affected side (i.e. 

BLEED2) for take-off and until 1500ft RA which was not done by the pilot. 
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Time (UTC): 03:17:35    Bleed #1 abnormal pressure. 
 

a) Pack Flow Control Valve (FCV) #1 selected ON and OPEN 

position 
 

b) No abnormal Bleed parameter was observed at that time. 

c) During the whole climb phase, FMA shows that pilot flying was 

using OP CLB mode rather than CLB (managed mode). 
 
 

Time (UTC): 03:31:10    Aircraft passing FL300, Engine #1 and #2 anti-ice were set to OFF  

When passing FL 317 & approaching cleared FL.320, rate of climb was 

1600 ft/Min with just 300 ft to go. This has been exceeded max 1000 

ft/Min rate of climb during the last 1000 ft before reaching cleared flight 

level. 

 
The crew encountered to instability of the weather en-route and decided to climb to FL340. 
 

When passing FL 336 & approaching cleared FL 340, rate of climb was 

1800 ft/min with just 400 ft to go. Which has been exceeded max 1000 

ft/min rate of climb during the last 1000 ft before reaching cleared 

flight level. 
 

 
Time (UTC): 03:37:17 aircraft reached to cruise altitude FL340. High Pressure Valve (HPV) #2 

was OPEN and BLEED #2 providing air to both Pack #2 and Wing 

anti-ice. (R/H wing anti-ice control valve was already secured to open). 

 
The situation caused high air bleed demand on engine #2. The airbus bleed system design shows 

that a bleed system from one engine can supply system alone but internal failure and condition of 

Air Bleed #2 could not provide normal operation of the related systems. 

Time (UTC): 03:41:15  High Pressure Valve (HPV) #2 faulty and closed and PRV #2 closed 

subsequently (Bleed page triggered).most likely the ECAM caution AIR 

ENG #2 bleed fault triggered . 

Note: The root cause for the loss of BLEED 2 is suspected to be an over temperature scenario 

linked to a degradation of the bleed temperature control subsystem, combined with WAI valve 

fixed open during cruise at FL340 (to be confirmed by PFR). Degradation of the bleed 

temperature control subsystem can be due to misbehavior of any of the following LRUs: Fan Air 

Valve (FAV), Temperature Controller Thermostat (TCT), Sensed Line and/or bleed temperature 

sensor. 

 The aircraft post flight report (PFR) had not paper and related PFR was not picked/observed. 

Time (UTC): 03:41:38   XBLEED valve became in open position. The flight continued in a one 

BLEED and two PACK configurations. The opening of the XBLEED 

valve led to pneumatic opening of the HPV1. 

Note: The OEB 40-1 applicable on this aircraft (attachment No; 2) should be applied in case of 

AIR ENG 1(2) BLEED FAULT. The OEB procedure asks to open the XBLEED valve and to 

switch OFF associated PACK if the WAI is ON. This last action is also requested in the 

Operational Procedure associated to the MMEL item 30-11-01A “WAI Valve Inoperative in the 

open position”. 
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Time (UTC): 03:45:30 BLEED #1 faulty. HPV1, PRV1 and FCV1 closed and BLEED page 

triggered led to loss of pressurization. The crew could descend to Route 

MEA. 

Note: The root cause for the loss of BLEED 1 is suspected to be linked to an over temperature 

scenario due to an incorrect application of the operational procedure of the MMEL (or OEB 40-1) 

following the loss of the BLEED 2. Indeed as per procedure, the PACK on the affected side (i.e. 

PACK 2) should have been switched OFF to reduce the bleed air demand. 

Time (UTC): 03:46:00    Crew decided to descend at this time with a selected altitude changing 

to FL180. 

Note: Descend & Emergency descend procedure was not done according to AIRBUS 320 FCOM 

& FCTM & AIP procedure  completely which caused the crew to waste more than 5 minutes to 

reach from FL 340 to FL 140 which should have been done in less than 3 minutes & descending in 

route rather than diversion from route during emergency descend. 

Time (UTC):03:46:30   ECAM warning CAB PR EXCESS CAB ALT triggered (indicating a 

cabin altitude > 9550ft) and passenger oxygen masks dropped. 

Time (UTC): 03:47:46   ANTI-ICE ENG #1, 2 were set to ON  

Time (UTC): 04:00:10   XBLEED Valve closed. 

Time (UTC):04:01:14  Reached to FL100 and  both BLEED system were  reset  and 

recovered, PRV2 and HPV2 opened and PRV1 and HPV1 after about 5 

seconds. FCV #1 also was opened. 
 

Time (UTC):04:02:52  Cabin ALT Pressure warning off at FL88 STD, means the cabin  pressure 

altitude  decreased below 9550 ft. 

Time (UTC): 04:24:30       Landed at OIAW safely. 
 

 

There are several same incidents on A32o in the world that reported to the manufacturer. The Airbus 

Company developed a technical solution as Operations Engineering Bulletins (OEB) to prevent 

events on aircraft bleed system (attachment No; 3) and the operator divide OEB for the crew 

(attachment No; 4). There is an explanation in the Manufacturer OEB which warns pilots about 

overheating engine bleed and leading for possible emergency descend to prevent cabin 

depressurization.  The crew had not focus on # 2 bleed system and its temperature based on the 

explanation of OEB and related Pack was not set on OFF position timely manner and cabin pressure 

reached to abnormal condition and oxygen masks dropped automatically.  
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3. CONCLUSION: 

Some facts and findings observed on the incident scenario which help to conclusion of the incident 

as: 

- The aircraft was operated based on MEL but technical failure of Air bleed #2 caused supporting 

low quantity of demanded air for both pack system and wing anti-ice system. 

- The crew did not follow the procedures descripted in OEB 40.01 and MEL timely. Including 

Approach climb performance penalty of 2400 kg as per MEL Flight Preparation/ Limitation. 

- Flight crew made several mistakes in normal flying procedures (MTOW calculation, SID, LVL 

OFF & approach). 

- Flight crew did not follow emergency descend procedure as per AIRBUS & AIP instructions & 

procedures. 

4. SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS:  

Considering the final results of the investigation to prevent similar incidents, the 

Aircraft Accident Investigation Board (AAIB) issues the following safety 

recommendations: 

To:  IRI Civil Aviation Organization: 

1- To ensure of continued airworthiness of aircrafts through the operators and contracted 

approved maintenance organizations.  

2- Follow up of bellowed safety recommendations for affected airlines  

  

To: Iran Airtour Airline: 

3- To emphasize the standard procedures outlined in OEB and QRH during crew 

recurrent trainings. 

4- To apply more restriction and limitation to MEL items when two or more deferred defects 

in similar system are applied based on the condition of the flights. 

To: Iran Aseman Airlines: 

5- To improve maintenance documentation based on IRI CAO Part 145 requirements and 

related internal supervision is observed.  

ATTACHMENTS: 

1. MMEL Reference  

2. Airtour MEL Reference 

3. Manufacturer  OEB 40-1  

4. Airtour OEB 40-1 
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